Introduction
and outperformed the viral community model, which yielded a mean AUC of 0.699 (p-value < 0.001, Figure S9 A-C). The microbes important for the healthy versus cancer and healthy versus adenoma models were influenced by our methodological biases against enveloped viruses (more common of eukaryotic viruses than 180 bacteriophage), due to chloroform and DNase treatment for purification.
181
We evaluated whether the phages in the community were primarily lytic (i.e. obligately lyse their hosts after 182 replication) or temperate (i.e. able to integrate into their host's genome to form a lysogen, and subsequently 183 transition to a lytic mode). We accomplished this by identifying three markers for temperate phages in the Because the link between colorectal cancer and the virome was driven by bacteriophages, we hypothesized hypothesis that the influential phages were not primarily predators of influential bacteria.
198
Given these findings, we hypothesized that the most influential phages were acting by infecting a wide range modulates the bacterial community, and through those interactions indirectly influences the bacteria driving colorectal cancer, we also used our data and existing knowledge of phage biology to develop a working 240 hypothesis for the mechanisms by which this may occur. This was done by incorporating our findings into the 241 current model for colorectal cancer development (Figure 4 B) (22) . We hypothesize that the process began 242 with broadly infectious phages in the colon lysing and thereby disrupting the existing bacterial communities.
243
This shift led to novel niche space that enabled opportunistic bacteria (such as Fusobacterium nucleatum) 244 to colonize. Once the initial influential founder bacteria established themselves in the epithelium, secondary 245 opportunistic bacteria were able to adhere to the founders, colonize, and begin establishing a biofilm. Phages 
256
A notable finding was the poor performance observed using bacterial metagenomic methods compared 257 to the performance of models using viral metagenomes or 16S rRNA gene sequences. We believe this provide an abundance of information to supplement those of bacterial communities. Evidence has suggested 277 that the virome is a crucial component to the microbiome and that bacteriophages are important players.
278
Bacteriophage and bacterial communities cannot maintain stability and co-evolution without one another (6, 279 38). Not only is the human virome an important element to consider in human health and disease (12-18), 280 but our findings support that it is likely to have a significant impact on cancer etiology and progression.
281

Materials & Methods
282
This study was approved by the University of Michigan Institutional Review Board and all subjects provided 
) Pearson correlation coefficient values between all bacterial OTUs (x-axis) and viral OVUs (y-axis) with blue being positively correlated and red being negatively correlated. Bar plots indicate the viral (left) and bacterial (bottom) operational unit importance in their colorectal cancer classification models, such that the most important units are in the top left corner. B) Magnification of the boxed region in pannel (A), highlighting the correlation between the most important bacterial OTUs and virome OVUs. The most important operational units are in the top left corner of the heatmap, and the correlation scale is the same as pannel (A). C) Histogram quantifying the frequencies of Pearson correlation coefficients between all bacterial OTUs and virome OVUs.
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Bacteria and phages exist in a healthy, balanced state.
Passenger bacteria adhere to and begin forming bio lms, which grow with phage-mediated dispersal. Epithelial cell transformation, tight junction disruption, and bacterial in ltration also occurs.
Bacteria enter an oncogenic synergy with tumor cells in which bacteria thrive o of secreted peptides while releasing carcinogenic reactive oxygen species (ROS) and polyspermines. 18
Supplemental Materials & Methods
297
Analysis Source Code & Data Availability
298
All study sequences are available on the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under the BioProject ID 299 PRJNA389927.
300
All associated source code is available at the following GitHub repository: (Michigan, USA). Ninety patients were recruited to the study, thirty of which were designated healthy, thirty 311 with detected adenomas, and thirty with detected carcinomas.
312
16S rRNA Gene Sequence Data Acquisition & Processing
313
The 16S rRNA gene sequences associated with this study were previously reported (8). Sequence (fastq) 314 and metadata files were downloaded from http://www.mothur.org/MicrobiomeBiomarkerCRC. The 16S rRNA 315 19 peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission.
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Phage Replication Style Identification
406
Phage OVU replication mode was predicted using methods described previously (29, 31, 32). Briefly, we 407 identified temperate OVUs as representative contigs containing at least one of three genomic markers: 1) 408 phage integrase genes, 2) prophage genes from the ACLAME database, or 3) genomic similarity to bacterial 409 reference genomes. Integrase genes were identified in phage OVU representative contigs by aligning the 410 contigs to a reference database of all known phage integrase genes from the Uniprot database (Uniprot 411 search term: "organism:phage gene:int NOT putative"). Prophage genes were identified in the same way, 412 using the ACLAME set of reference prophage genes. In both cases, the blastx algorithm was used with an 
) NMDS ordination of community samples, colored for cancerous (green), pre-cancerous (red), and healthy (yellow). B) Differences in means between disease group centroids with 95% confidence intervals based on an ANOSIM test with a post hoc multivariate Tukey test. Comparisons (indicated on y-axis) in which the intervals cross the zero mean difference line (dashed line) were not significantly different. C) Shannon diversity and D) richness alpha diversity quantification comparing pre-cancerous (grey), cancerous (red), and healthy (tan) states.
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